Given two epic R-fields K, L, a specialization K --L is a homomorphism a:
Ko --L from a subring Ko of K containing the image of R, such that the triangle shown commutes and, for any x E K0, xa # 0 implies x-1 e K0. Two specializations are equal if they agree on a subring Ko and the common restriction is a specialization. R K -
L
If R has a field of fractions U from which there is a unique specialization to each epic R-field, then U is called a universal field offractions of R. Any epic R-field K can be described as the residue class field of a local ring R?, where E is the set of all square matrices over R which becomes invertible over K, and R, is the ring obtained from R by adjoining formal matrix inverses to all the elements of E; thus Ry is the "universalE-inverting ring"; cf. [5] [6]. In particular, if it is possible to choose the set E greatest, i.e., so as to contain all other possible choices, we obtain a universal field of fractions.
There is one case of importance to us, in which the above construction simplifies a little; to describe it we need the notion of a full matrix. A square matrix A over a ring R is called full if it cannot be written in the form A = PQ, where P is n x r, Q is r x n and r < n. E.g., over a field (even skew), a matrix is full if and only if it is invertible. We also recall that a ring is called a free ideal ring (fir for short) if every left or right ideal is free, of uniquely determined rank, as a module over the ring. More generally, a senmifir is a ring over which every finitely generated left (or equivalently right) ideal is free of unique rank. The main examples of firs are free associative algebras and free products of fields. The following result was proved for firs in [4] , [6] and, more generally, for semifirs in [5] : THEOREM 1. Let R be a semifir, and U the ring obtained from R by formally adjoining matrix inverses for all full matrices over R. Then U is a universal field of fractions for R.
It is clear that in any field of fractions K of R, the elements may be expressed as words in the elements of R. By this we mean that any element of K has an expression which is built up from elements of R by repeated addition, subtraction, multiplication and inversion. However, not every such expression will correspond to an element of K; e.g. It is clear from this result that if the full matrices over R form a recursive set, then we have a solution of the word problem for U. We enumerate the full matrices A and all columns a; this will give us an enumeration of expressions for all the elements of U. In fact it is enough to assume that the set of full matrices is recursively enumerable, because its complement, the set of nonfull matrices, is always recursively enumerable (in an enumerable ring).
More generally, let K be an epic R-field and Z the precise set of matrices over R which become invertible over K. Suppose that E is recursive; then the word problem for K is solvable. This follows as before, using the description of epic R-fields given earlier. These are equations of matrices over KC<X>, and since the latter is embeddable in a field, we can apply the Lemma and conclude that (9) holds whenever the first r + 1 equations hold, where r is the order of P. This then provides us with an algorithm for determining whether (8) holds. If this equation holds, then the matrix on the right of (7) has at least one row of zeros and hence A' is then nonfull. If (8) does not hold, then since C is infinite, we can specialize the xi within C to values ai such that I -P remains nonsingular and S -JR(I -P)-1Q remains nonzero (cf. [7] ).
Translating back to A', we find that by specializing xi to aci we obtain a matrix of rank greater than r. We now replace xi by xi + ai and start again from (6). This time we have a matrix AO over K of rank greater than r. By repeating this process a finite number of times (at most n times, where n is the order of A'), we can thus decide whether or not A' is full, and this completes the proof.
